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BÔegin, Monique, author.
Ladies, upstairs! : my life in politics and after / Monique BÔegin. --
MBSL B B5743

Abrams, Stacey, author.
Lead from the outside : how to build your future and make real change / Stacey Abrams. --
First Picador edition. --
MBSL 328.73092 A161

Sea stories : my life in special operations / Admiral William H. McRaven (U.S. Navy retired). --
First edition. --
M B M1745

Greenwood, Therese, author.
What you take with you : wildfire, family and the road home / Therese Greenwood. --
First edition. --
M 363.378 G816

Kaehn, Michael, 1955- , author
The Hot Springs Cove story : the beginnings of Maquinna Marine Provincial Park / by Michael Kaehn. --
M 783 K11

Stott, Jon C., author.
Island craft : your guide to the breweries of Vancouver Island / Jon C. Stott. --
MBSL 663.42 S888

Scoones, Anny, 1957- , author
Island home : out and about on Vancouver Island / Anny Scoones. --
MBSL 971.12 S422

Clayton, Jenny, 1977- author.
The lieutenant governors of British Columbia / Jenny Clayton. --
M 971.1 C622

Ishiguro, Laura, 1984- , author
Nothing to write home about : British family correspondence and the settler colonial everyday in British Columbia / Laura Ishiguro. --
M 971.1 I79

Clague, J. J. (John Joseph), 1946-
Vancouver, city on the edge : living with a dynamic geological landscape / John Clague & Bob Turner. --
M 557.1133 C584
Arora, Payal, author
The next billion users : digital life beyond the West / Payal Arora. --
MBSL 302.231 A769

Dumont, Dawn, 1978-
Glass beads [electronic resource] / Dawn Dumont. --
[Kindle ed.] --
ME EBOOKS

Kenny, Kate (Kate Marguerite), author.
Whistleblowing : toward a new theory / Kate Kenny. --
M 174.4 K36

Heyman, Bruce, 1958- author.
The art of diplomacy : strengthening the Canada-U.S. relationship in times of uncertainty / Bruce Heyman & Vicki Heyman. --
M 327.2 H618

Doing politics differently? : women premiers in Canada's provinces and territories / edited by Sylvia Bashevkin. --
M 971.0099 D657

Gendered mediation : identity and image making in Canadian politics / edited by Angelia Wagner and Joanna Everitt. --
M 320.082 G325

First Edition. --
M 320.942 G721

Government information in Canada (Edmonton, Alta.)
Government information in Canada : access and stewardship / Amanda Wakaruk and Sam-chin Li, editors. --
First edition. --
M 342.710853 G721

Meslin, Dave, author.
Teardown : rebuilding democracy from the ground up / Dave Meslin ; research Zack Medow ; illustrations Marlena Zuber. --
M 323.042 M578

Diamond, Jared M., author.
Upheaval : turning points for nations in crisis / Jared Diamond. --
First edition. --
MBSL 303.48 D537
Mawani, Renisa, 1970- author.
Across oceans of law : the Komagata Maru and jurisdiction in the time of empire / Renisa Mawani. --
M 341.45 M462

Baillargeon, Denyse, 1954- , author
To be equals in our own country : women and the vote in Quebec / Denyse Baillargeon ; translated by KPathe Roth. --
M 324.623 B158

Balancing competing human rights claims in a diverse society : institutions, policy, principles / edited by Shaheen Azmi, Lorne Foster, & Lesley Jacobs. --
M 323.0971 B171

James, Marilyn, 1952- , author
Not extinct : keeping the Sinixt way / by Marilyn James and Taress Alexis ; with the Blood of Life Collective. --
M 970.411 J27

Clifton, Jim
It's the manager : Gallup finds the quality of managers and team leaders is the single biggest factor in your organization's long-term success / Jim Clifton ; Jim Harter. --
M 658.4 C639

Steinman, Jon, 1980- author.
Grocery story : the promise of food co-ops in the age of grocery giants / Jon Steinman. --
M 334.0971 S823

Newman, Bruce I., author.
The marketing revolution in politics : what recent U.S. presidential campaigns can teach us about effective marketing / Bruce I. Newman. --
M 324.70973 N551

Sacks, Oliver.
Everything in its place : first loves and last tales / Oliver Sacks. --
MBSL 616.8 S121

Wagstaffe, Johanna, author
Fault lines : understanding the power of earthquakes / Johanna Wagstaffe. --
M 551.22 W135

Bowen, Sarah, 1978- author.
Pressure cooker : why home cooking won't solve our problems and what we can do about it / Sarah Bowen, Joslyn Brenton, and Sinikka Elliott. --
MBSL 641.5 B786

The moment of lift : how empowering women changes the world / Melinda Gates. --
First U.S. edition. --
MBSL 305.42 G259